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Trawling for Students:
A Feminist Perspective
Abstract
In this paper I examine the relationship between how women
construct knowledge, voice, and identity in Women's Ways of
Knowing and Laurie Finke's use of knowledge in her classroom
as discussed in her article, "Knowledge as Bait: Feminism,
Voice, and the Pedagogical Unconscious."
1
The authors of Women's Ways of Knowing state that, "the
quest for self and voice plays a central role in
transformations in women's ways of knowing," and "for many
women, the 'real' and valued lessons learned [does] not
necessarily grow out of their academic work but in
relationships" (Belenky 133, 4). An examination of Laurie
Finke's use of knowledge in her classroom, which she
discusses in her article, "Knowledge as Bait: Feminism,
Voice, and the Pedagogical Unconscious," shows how best we
can encourage some students to "integrate knowledge that
they [feel] intuitively is personally important with
knowledge they [learn] from others" (Belenky 134). Finke's
method enables women to learn to construct their own
knowledge, to "'jump outside' the frames and systems
authorities provide and create their own frame" (Belenky
134) .
Women who are connected knowers as defined in Women's
Ways of Knowing, that is, women who learn through empathy
{and have the ability "to get out from behind their own eyes
and use a different lens ... the lens of another person"
(Belenky 115) use identification as food or bait with which
to feed or construct their own knowledge. Knowledge as
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valued and defined in Women's Ways of Knowing is a
position in which women view all knowledge as
contextual, experience themselves as creators
of knowledge, and value both subjective and
objective strategies for knowing
(Belenky 15).
An examination of Women's Ways of Knowing explains how
Finke's use of knowledge as bait, though confUsing to her
student, can be a powerful method, because it is least
visible and open to resistance, to enable women to learn to
integrate the personal with the authoritative and construct
"a place from which [to] produce (rather than merely repeat)
language" (Davis, cited in Finke 19).
I wish to examine Finke's article for the ways she
uses knowledge as bait in her class and show that E.L.'s
initial "psychic distress" in writing her essay is not
resistance to learning or forming her own knowledge. Her
distress is a necessary step in the fashioning of voice. If
we believe Belenky et. als.' assertions that women "define
...
themselves in terms of their relationships and connections
to others" and if we also believe that women's definition of
themselves is intricately tied into the development of voice
and mind or knowledge, then identification is not, as Finke
implies, a form of resistance to learning or fashioning a
sUbject position from which to voice knowledge. Instead,
identification is vital for the construction of voice and
knowledge.
However, before I discuss the ways Finke uses knowledge
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as bait ln her class I want to examine the strategy she uses
to view feminist pedagogy, to define voice, and to define
knowledge. Finke's strategy is to look at feminist pedagogy
through a psychoanalytic lens in order to reveal the
unconscious of feminist pedagogy. The unconscious "other" of
feminist pedagogy is revealed through the presumed knowledge
of the "subject supposed to know," that is, feminist
pedagogy is viewed in terms of psychoanalytic practice.
Finke reveals the unconscious of feminist pE~dagogy and her
own classroom in the main premise of her article. That is,
Finke interrogates the realm of her own authority in her own
classroom, and finds that despite all efforts at
constructing a nonhierarchical classroom where teacher plays
the role of coach, nonknower, and nonmaster, power and
authority can never be de-centered away from the teacher.
She further implies that despite all efforts to create a
non-hierarchical class, a teacher's sUbject position is as
much a fashioned product of "the hierarchical distribution
of power embodied by the university's institutional
structure," the discursive practices and desires of those in
authority, as the position the teacher desires the student
to speak from (Penley as cited in Finke 17~. Finke admits
\
that the "voice" with which she asks her student, E.L. to
write is not something E.L. can "discover" but is a
position from which to speak that is fashioned by her
desires as a teacher.
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Finke acknowledges that knowledge can be defined in two
ways. It is viewed either as finite and masterable and
therefore, transmitted through exams, research papers, and
lectures, or knowledge can be defined as more sUbjective,
unmasterable, and irreducible and not transmitted but formed
and drawn from student experience and the shaping influences
of those in authority. Finke chooses the latter definition
and admits
Such a conception of knowledge as always
unmasterable requires a mode of teaching, a
practice which, much like the analytic
situation proceeds not progressively through
time, but through resistance and "through
breakthroughs, leaps, discontinuities,
regressions, and deferred action"
(Finke 16).
This conception, as Freire states, implies that knowledge
instead of being transmitted to and deposited into students
is instead drawn out of sUbjective student experience,
baited by the illusion of the "right" answer, and shaped·
through identification by those in authority.
Understandably, this view of feminist pedagogy, one
which defines voice as an authorized place from which to
speak and knowledge as unmasterable, is essential to
understanding how Finke uses knowledge as bait. How does
Finke use knowledge as bait in her class with E.L.? Finke
realizes that any time there is evaluation of students there
is a sUbject supposed to know and with that position
transference and identification. E.L. identifies Finke with
the "right" answers. For E.L. it might be as if Finke holds
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the missing pleces to a jigsaw puzzle. The pleces are the
bait needed to finish the puzzle, complete her essay, tell
her what Finke wants. The pieces are the mythical "right"
answers. Yet, the bait or knowledge is fluid, undefinable,
unprovable, incomplete and ultimately only partially
attainable. E.L. believes the illusion that Finke holds the
missing puzzle piece, that knowledge is static and
attainable in its completeness. E.L. writes in her journal,
" I still have no idea if this paper is what you were
looking for" (Finke 24). This ambiguity is the bait.
E.L.'s confusion, distraction and distress from not
being able to get the "right" answer out of Finke as to
"what she wants" is an example of E.L.'s progression away
from the "either-or" thinking discussed in y~omen' s Ways of
Knowing. This progression away from a right and wrong
conception of knowledge implies a progression and immersion
into obscurity and ambiguity.
Either-or-thinking as it applies to E.L. is E.L.'s
thinking that says there is ~ither a right way or a wrong
way to write a research paper. It will either capture and
mimic the knowledge of others, that is write the way her
other professors asked her to, or "how he wants to hear it"
or it will not. Finke makes her assignment more ambiguous
for E.L. Finke does not define what she wants to hear. Even
so, through her feedback she implies there is a right way
and a wrong way for E.L. to approach this essay. At one
point Finke says, "We certainly do not want our students
merely to parrot us, to 'bank' and mimic our words
mindlessly" (Finke 17). This statement implies that a right
way for E.L. to write this essay is to use her own words
freely. However, Finke states later that, "Surely we do not
want them to spout whatever comes into their head" (Finke
16). Freedom which is unauthorized by Finke is the wrong way
for E.L. to write this essay. E.L. writes in her journal,
"You suggested I start at the end where I thought it was
falling apart and you thought it was just getting
interesting" (Finke 22).
This dichotomous "either/or thinking," which Finke may
not realize she encourages when she admits "we tend to
privilege certain kinds of 'personal' or 'experiential'
disclosures over others" can be used to attract like bait
those "passive learners [who] are dependent on authorities
to hand down the truth, teaching them 'right from wrong'"
(Finke 17, Belenky 9).
Yet, once the line is cast, Finke refuses to hand down
the "truth" or "to make available a knowledqe she could
consume." Finke writes that E.L.'s "difficulties seemed to
be triggered by the supposedly nonauthoritarian context of
my feminist classroom" (Finke 21). Finke's words, which
admit uncertainty in what she wants, conflict with E.L.'s
perception of her practice which implies there is a right
and wrong voice to write with. E.L.'s need to resolve this
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conflict "of truths colliding within" (Belenky 137) motivate
her to find that voice. This conflict and others are the
impetus for "the transition into a new way of knowing, .. . to
confront the pieces of the self that may be experienced as
fragmented and contradictory" (Belenky 136).
Another conflict E.L. must confront is Finke's own
contradictory conception of knowledge. On one hand, she
defines knowledge, feminist and other radical pedagogiesas
not static practices. All are" a contested ground, full of
conflict and struggle, continually being renewed, recreated,
and rethought ... " (Finke 26). Yet her practice suggests
otherwise and implies that knowledge and voice are
masterable. Finke asks E.L. to write an "exploratory" essay
for a "research" paper. Research, by definition implies that
knowledge is a finite and objective form which the student
must attain from external sources. The assignment requires
E.L. to use and therefore validate others' research in a
paper which will be evaluated by some objective standard by
a teacher who in theory conceives of and values knowledge as
infinite, in flux, unmasterable. Like E.L., I am not sure
how to reconcile these two conflicting conceptions of
knowledge. How does one explore from a sUbjective
experiential perspective objective finite knowledge? Or
rather the question is why? If it is static then it cannot
be changed. E.L. reflects this conflict in her journal when
she writes that she simply does not understand
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what kind of paper the final draft is to be. Are
we writing humanities type papers, or social
science papers, reviewing the literature, or
making up our own theories?
(Finke 21).
Finke wonders in puzzlement, "it is as if each of these
different 'types' of writing requires a different voice and
thus a different projection of her 'self'" (Finke 22).
E.L.'s voice that constructs her own theories would be very
different from the voice that reviews literature, yet Finke
seems to imply that there is a unified voice E.L. can
fashion and master. On the other hand, FinkE? states "that
the sUbject is never complete; it is always in the process
of being fashioned, always a shifting and heterogeneous
field of meaning" (Finke 14).
This contradiction in how Finke defines voice or
sUbject position is another conflict or lure E.L. is drawn
to resolve if she is to remain connected to the many diverse
ways she relates to knowledge. In writing her essay, E.L.
has to confront her "sense of fragmentation, her loss of
identity" and her previous "denial of self and dependence on
external authority for direction" (Finke 25, Belenky 24). I
think the different disciplines E.L. refers to do require a
different voice or in Finke's terms they require a shifting
SUbject position because each discipline may view knowledge
in different ways. Furthermore, this shifting position may
not be unified.
Another place Finke baits E.L. is in that undefined
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space between E.L.'s conscious freedom to explore, " ... 1
would simply write for myself. What a freeing feeling" and
Finke's authority to fashion
a particular kind of voice that corresponds
to our own desires as teachers, desires which have
been authorized by the discursive practices of our
disciplines and fields: English, anthropology,
history, and more specifically, feminism
(Finke 17).
This undefined space is the location of voice within the
spectrum between experiential and objective, somewhere
between private and pUblic. While Finke defines voice as
"the successful mastering of a transference," resisting
identification with authority, and thus locating a subject
position, she also calls this voice or fashioned position
merely "imagined" mastery. She implies this shifting voice,
mastery, position can never be caught, located, defined,
consumed, or connected to. She trolls the illusion in front
of E.L.'s desire to connect and "weave together the strands
of rational and emotive thought and integrat[e] objective
and sUbjective knowing" (Belenky 134).
Knowledge used as bait affects voice and thus
women's knowledge, not only through identification but
ironically through its silences. Finke can not and does not
clearly define her expectations to E.L. for the exploratory
writing assignment. Finke admits "I did not know myself what
I wanted" (Finke 21). This obscurity could be viewed as a
form of silence used as bait. E.L. could not define what
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Finke wanted or what Finke knew. To reach this knowledge
that Finke cannot define E.L. experiences "enormous psychic
distress, frustration, anger and resistance" (Finke 20) in
writing her paper. Finke describes E.L.'s "sense of
unraveling," "fragmentation," threatened fragile sense of
being and disintegrating identity as "resistance to being
freed from [Finke's] authority, [when] her resistance takes
the form of extreme identification, ... identification which
is resisted by the sUbject supposed to know" (Finke 20).
It is interesting that in Fink's experience those
students who struggle with their writing and resist being
freed from authority as Finke defines it are typically
female. "Most teachers will recognize in E.L. students of
both sexes whom they have encountered (although in my
experience this student is typically female)" (Finke 20). If
taken in the context of Belenky et al.'s assertions in
Women's Ways of Knowing, E.L.'s psychic distress is not
necessarily a form of resistance to being freed from teacher
authority but a necessary form of identification in order to
construct dialogue and inner voice. Through identification,
"those voices from without are effective [and] can speak in
the language of a voice within" (Burke 1030). It may not be
the authority E.L. identifies with but the external voice
and dialogue necessary for her to learn. without
identification dialogue is "a mere intersection of things
and words: an obscure web of things" (Foucault 1135).
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without identification there is no outer voice and therefore
no dialogue. There is only silence.
Women's Ways of Knowing examines the role of silence on
the construction of women's knowledge. Silence is "a
position in which women experience themselvE~s as mindless
and voiceless and sUbject to the whims of external
authority" (Belenky 15). Finke, however, uses silence to
encourage E.L. to resist identification, to resist the
illusion that "her ideas and interests, her desires,
correspond to those of her teachers." Finke disconnects
.. E. L. from empathetic ways of learning and the voices and
dialogue necessary for what is defined in Women's Ways of
Knowing as connected knowledge. Connected knowing is defined
as
an orientation toward understanding and truth
that emphasizes not autonomy and independence
of judgment but a joining of minds.
(Belenky 55)
This way of knowing takes women away from the either-or
thinking that encourages mindless and voiceless mimicry and
acceptance of knowledge. "Connected knowers learn through
empathy" (Belenky 115) and require that "each individual
must stretch her own vision in order to share another's
vision" (Belenky 119). I think E.L.'s frustration in writing
her essay is in part based on her own attempts to stretch
her own vision and find her own ways of seeing in order to
find out what it is that Finke knows. E.L tries to learn
then, not necessarily to know what Finke knows, not to
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imitate the product, but through her efforts, her process of
empathizing, to know the ways Finke knows. In other words,
the ways Finke knows are the "desires which have been
authorized by the discursive practices of our discipline and
fields ... " (Finke 17). These desires and this identity are
what E.L. empathizes with because she strug9les so much to
find them out. Yet, Finke because her own identity and role
of authority is admittedly conflicted, is unable to share
her ways of knowing with E.L.
Not surprisingly then, E.L. "finds herself sUddenly
struggling" as she measures success, or if viewed in terms
of connected ways of knowing, knowledge, by her ability to
align herself in identification with the teacher. "Her
inability to fix me with a secure identity threatens her
identity" (Finke 22).
By encouraging E.L. to resist identification Finke is
also shaping "the unconscious discourse they both
articulate;" the dialogue between subject and other (Davis
cited in Finke 18). The "Other" as teacher and the "other"
of the split self and inner speech is removed. Removing the
"other" is psychologically like taking the bait away as soon
as it is reached through identification and empathy. Finke
breaks the line so to speak. "The harder [E.L.] pressed me
to reveal 'what kind of paper I wanted,' the more unwilling
or unable I was to tell her what I wanted to hear" (Finke
21). Finke's no answer position implies a lack of external
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speech essential "for the development of inner speech and
the sense of mind" (Belenky 33). E.L., when faced with a
void of answers in the form of a teacher positioned as not
giving the answers is baited to construct dialogue to
construct inner voice and thus knowledge in order to write
her essay.
Finke's external voice of "authority," which because
its knowledge is silent, is unconsciously mE~rged into inner
speech for E.L. Through resistance Finke's voice assumes an
objective stance. This stance is the lure that will merge
with E.L. and draw E.L.'s inner voice outward away from
sUbjective knowledge. E.L.'s success at writing her essay,
fashioning a vOlce, as defined by Finke is her ability to
think as a constructivist.
She fashioned a sUbject position that enabled her
to use the enunciatory strategies of feminist
theory to articulate her dissatisfaction with both
feminist and medical discourses ... rather than
merely mimic their language (Finke 25).
"Among women thinking as constructivists, connected knowing
is not simply an 'objective' procedure but a way of weaving
their passions and their intellectual life into some
recognizable whole" (Belenky 141).
Finke uses resistance to identification to lure E.L.
out of either-or thinking which is either mimicry or
experiential "spouting." In this resistance, E.L.'s
unconscious, her "reservoir of unmeant knowledge, ... which
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the subject cannot recognize, assume as [hers] and thus
appropriate" is engaged (Finke 15).
Though lured by resistance, the bait of knowledge,
voice and identity can never be caught. In Finke's class,
E.L.'s and Finke's knowledge and voice of student and
teacher are the bait and are the baited through shifting and
confused identities. Finke's own admittedly confused and
fragmented relationship to authority in class unconsciously
fashions E.L.'s identification with Finke's confusion. Finke
writes, "I did not know what I wanted," "at some time we
have all been puzzled and hurt by such resistance" (Finke
16). Later, E.L. writes that the exploratory essay
"distracted me from my original idea," that she'is
"confused," that" I don't understand, "I don't know ... " I
do not think Finke realizes the connection between E.L.'s
writing difficulties and Finke's own conflicted identity
when she writes, "teaching, then, I would argue, not only
engages the unconscious, but is implicated in the very
formation of the unconscious itself" (Finke 15). E.L.'s
experiential voice merges on an unconscious level with the
desires of those in authority, that is, Finke.
Through Finke's position as sUbject supposed to know,
E.L. identifies so strongly with her teacher that Finke's
words could be E.L. 's words. "Feminist teachers quite often
claim they have no 'right' answers .. [this] often does cause
more distress than empowerment," "I had relinquished certain
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forms of mastery I ordinarily do not relinquish in other
kinds of classes," (Finke, 17,21) E.L.'s dilemma over how
to "voice" this conflicted view of knowledgE~ and fashion a
place from which to speak is Finke's dilemma.
The dilemma created by such competing approaches
potentially reduces all feminists to either haive
and unsophisticated 'empiricists' or dutiful
daughters mimicking the master discourse
(Finke 10).
E.L. is like the French princess, Katharine, ln
Shakespeare's play, Henry V, who Finke notes, "functions as
a token of exchange" between Finke's conflicted efforts to
"facilitate the 'integration of the younger generation into
the logic of the present system' while practicing a pedagogy
that appears to be "participatory, experiential, and non-
hierarchical" (Finke 7) .
The knowledge that a voice is important is formed
through Finke's resistance to playing "the one supposed to
know." and through dialogue, conscious and unconscious,
between Finke and E.L. Finke states very clearly that
transference and identification with this knowledge helped
the student E.L. construct not her own voice but a voice, or
rather "a place from which [the student can) produce (rather
than merely repeat) language" (Davis, cited in Finke 19).
E.L. is taught to desire to discover-not her own voice that
is already there but to learn to "fashion one from the
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discursive environment through and in which the feminist
sUbject emerges" (Finke 14)., through identification with
the knowledge that is authorized by Finke's own authorized
desires.
E.L.'s fashioned voice is the merged construction of
parts of E.L.'s experiential knowledge with Finke's
objective desires. If
Women repeatedly used the metaphor of voice to
depict their intellectual and ethical development,
and ... the development of a sense of voice, mind,
and self were i~tricately intertwined,
(Belenky 19),
then self identity and knowledge is transferred through
voice for women. The voice of one is merged and integrated
into the voice of the community. Finke's baiting through
resistance, conflict, and an awareness of unconscious
discourse, and E.L.'s connected ways of knovJing and distress
over confusion create a voice for E.L. This construction is
also "the process described as being (assimilated) into
culture ... [which] covers a multiplicity of complex processes
of reaction, resistance, sUbversion, acquiescence, and
acceptance" (Hodge and Kress cited in Finke 15).
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Silence, Fragmentation, and Reformulation:
Women and Language in the Poetry of Survival
Abstract
In this paper I examine the ~oetry of three Holocaust
surVlvors, Nina Cassian, Nelly Sachs, and Agnes Nemes Nagy.
I focus on the symbiotic relationship between women and
language and the reformulation of language and self.
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Women poets of the Holocaust have not been studied
in English or American criticism as closely as the men. But
their work is as evocative if not as well known. It has been
argued that to survive the Holocaust women used different
strategies. Joan Ringelheim, in her essay in the Simon
Wiesenthal Center Annual titled, "The Unethical and the
Unspeakable: Women and the Holocaust," states that
... The evidence of certain scholars suggests
that ways of resisting and surviving are,
in fact, differentiated by gender; and that
women's experiences of the Holocaust were
different from those of men; and that women
had different survival capabilities
... roles, and relationships (p. 70).
I wish to explore those ways that women suffered, coped, and
survived through an examination of the Holocaust poetry of
Nina Cassian, Nelly Sachs, and Agnes Nemes Nagy. Though the
images they used were different, we learn that language,
words, and writing nutured and were nurtured by these women.
In a symbiotic relationship between women and language,
these poets, through their writing, which needed to recreate
language in order to be expressive, enabled the Holocaust
experience, though painful, to survive. In return, the
ability to express their sUffering through language enabled
these women to survive. This symbiosis, a mutual
19
interdependence between women and language or VOlce is found
in dominant images of a voice either detached from or within
the physical body, of the cyclical ebb and flow of nature,
of death reflected in barren trees, of the impotence of
language and the silence of the self, and life; of planting
and reaping of language and self nurtured through voice.
This cyclical imagery implies not a poetry of despair but a
poetry of hope. The female voice that writes there was not
only death, but rebirth and 'rejuvenation, is a voice that is
powerful in its witness to the female experience nurturing
the wounds of all Holocaust survivors with its message of
action and life through language.
The Romanian poet, Nina Cassian, through images of
silence and motionlessness, fragmentation, and reseeding,
confronts but does not accept the nameless horror of the
Holocaust. Through silence and motionlessness the victim can
survive in the margins. She can detach and fragment her self
from what cannot be expressed yet. Yet, for Cassian, to
reseed the voice to express the Holocaust is frightening.
The power of language to reformulate is seeded in her
experience and can only be expressed through detached
fragmentation.
Her poetry is the purest expression of an existence on
the border between literature and experience, too
immediate to be reflective in the ordinary sense of the
word, yet entirely true to its own intuitions
(Weisbort 99).
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Nelly Sachs, a German poet, also must detach herself
to resurrect the death of language in silence, bear witness
to and express the Holocaust. Her images are not of physical
fragmentation but of a detachment from ordinary words; a
bleeding of old words whose definitions cannot describe the
Holocaust. She reformulates a new language, new blood in the
veins, through the wounded language and wounds of the
experience.
The Hungarian poet, Agnes Nemes Nagy, IS able to
express the Holocaust most concretely in that her voice,
depicted as resurrected, is the most detached from the
experience through time. Nagy is able to name the
inexpressible and in that naming, language and self are
reformulated.
Nina Cassian's poems in Life Sentence, "Orchestra,"
"Mud " and "Spell " revea'l that Cassian describes her, ,
sUffering through sensory images. In these poems loss is
equated with silence and the means to confront death and to
survive is through noise, voice, or language. In reading
cassian's poetry I sense she will never accept silence or
loss or turn away wordless.
In "Orchestra" Cassian describes the loss·of love as a
futile search for high notes she will never reach or find.
She climbs "the scales three octaves at a time" before she
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plunges into the depths of brass horns or "the depths the
elemental strings command." Yet she heard no music, her love
is lost.
"\
The orchestra is still, The score is blank.
Cold as a slide rule. The brasses, strings, and
flute ...
The orchestra is mute.
silence is loss. Yet hope remains the orchestra will play
again as the instruments are merely mute, not destroyed.
In her poem "Mud" Cassian employs not only the sense of
sound but also touch to describe her temporary powerlessness
in the face of sUffering. She describes herself as being
mud-covered and hidden by the earth's colors like a
crocodile
... adapted to the surrounding mud,
motionless - eyes appearing asleep,
inside- ferocious.
I do not sense Cassian is so much sUffering as she is
surviving. To survive she must be not only motionless but
silent. Even in temporary silence and motionlessness and
powerlessness when "nothing happens," Cassian indicates that
she is like an animal waiting to attack. Further in the
cycle of survival I sense there will be motion, sound, and
action.
And it is in her poem "Spell" that we see her using her
language and her voice through writing not to accept
sUffering and death but to confront them. Initially, as in
the earlier poems, there is silence in the cycle of loss and
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rebirth, wordlessness and language; She writes in "Spell"
that it is as if a large whale has consumed all the myths
that explain to us what is inexplicable and out of our
control in life. without words, we are left with nothing to
shape our lives.
a giant whale
swallows all myth
and leaves us here with
an empty shell-
write, write, write.
As the orchestra will play eventually and fill the void
of sound, Cassian will write to fill the void of words, in
order to survive and confront death. She will cancel out the
whiteness and bkankness of the unwritten page
paper-white
tombstone-white-
write, write, write.
Writing, the sounds of words singing, is a way to transcend
the reality of concentration camps and like a kite rise
above the earthly horrors.
Write, write, write
fly, bright kite
sing, sweet string-
tie up everything-
write, write, write
Sounds, whether through music or language, which are man-
made, are used to transcend horror. Sound, in the shrieks of
animals, that is, language in its rawest form, is used not
to transcend but rather to confront death. In the poem
"Pain," Cassian's misery seems to be projected outside of
herself into the flight and the shrieks of the night birds.
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God , how they shrieked,
how they sobbed
the night birds ....
This is pain ...
This is how it hurts.
Similarly, "The Rabbit," with its "excruciating
ludicrous shriek," "could only invent that shriek ... to
confront death." Cassian seems to use the images of
animal shrieks and sobs, sounds which are not words and
cannot express and therefore can cover up or at least mute
the Holocaust experience, to confront the evil of this
nameless horror. The chaotic and distintegrated language of
an animal is the only way to acknowledge the possibility
that humans may be inherently evil. Evil may be as much a
part of human nature as the sounds which night birds make
are a part of animal nature. Music and language, those
sounds which can only be humanly created, powerfully enable
humans to transcend the possibility which cannot be
confronted and thus acknowledged in logical and rational
language, that the Holocaust destruction is a human
creation. Shrieks confront what may be inherent evil while
poetic language and music enable the writer and the reader
to flee from what may be created evil. If, as George steiner
states in Language and Silence, that "Auschwitz lies
outside speech as it lies outside reason," then the
developed language of poetry and music, language which may
not be based in reason and logic but in art, is the language
of the Holocaust (123).
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This split between inchoate and developed language--
between animal sounds, and the sound of art in poetry and
music, between acknowledging evil and avoiding it-- 1S
reflected in Cassian's use of images of physical
fragmentation. I think this is an attempt somehow to step
back and detach herself from the sUffering in order to speak
about it. In detachment she gains her voice. And with her
voice she survives, or in other words, remains whole. Sybil
Milton states in her essay titled, "Women and the Holocaust:
The Case of German and German-Jewish Women,"in When Biology
Became Destiny that women frequently chose to remain
inconspicuous in order to survive the internment camps and
not be deported to Auschwitz. They would not read in public
or take advantage of Saturday releases as these activities
would draw attention to themselves. I think this hiding is a
form of detachment from the social net of the camps. Like
Cassian's detached voice, the women's detachment helped them
survive. As in the earlier poems, the cyclical ebb and flow
of silence and sound but also fragmentation or detachment
and then wholeness and survival continues.
Cassian, in her poem, "Orbits," writes of her attempts
to stay detached, indifferent, and to avoid collision with
the raw and possibly not human nature of her interio~ self,
those deformed objects with their unpredictable contours and
kaleidoscopic eyes "moving in their empty sockets .... " She
not only mentally flies over the wreckage of the Holocaust,
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but physically senses that thinking about it is dangerous.
She feels her "arm in danger every moment of being ripped
from shoulder to the tip of forefinger" or the "moment my
hip can be severed." Cassian deliberately chooses to stay
within the detached mental margins of the physical body of
horror through her images of flight and orbits. Through this
detachment she survives and is not "impaled on the blue
spire of a skyscraper" and not "swallowed by the wave-
functions that crisscross the matrix of the universe." Only
by "breaking, in fact the soft head from 1;:he flower," that
is, by separating her mind from her body, can she avoid "the
cannibals who feast on brains" ("Part of a Bird," "I Left
Those Walls") .
Cassian separates the self into a pile of plucked-out
lungs, A •livers, and hearts. Her body lS the mound of flowers
on the grave of voice. She perceives the voice of sUffering
at this time as inexpressible. "Our tongue inflates like a
scolding mollusc" ("I Left Those Walls"). In Cassian's poem
"Sand," her hands, those same hands that write her poems,
are "like two decapitated eels" severed from her arms.
physically eels have no separately defined head. Mind and
body, if it can be said eels have either, are one and the
same for eels and for Cassian. Logically then, to sever
Cassian's hands is to sever'and fragment her mind. To cut
off the hands that write is to splinter her voice and render
it inexpressive.
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All we hear is the clawing from the dirt-covered grave
of the fragmented mind, nipped flower bud, and severed hand.
Cassian perceives her voice as the voice of swallows, the
"mad martins (who) battered themselves against walls, with
the ceiling bursting outside .and in, as if within me" ("Part
of a Bird"). This is also the voice of swallows as defined
by Webster's Dictionary, as in swallow[ingJ: 1. retract
words said, 2. put up with, 3. suppress, 4. accept as true
without question.
Yet, to free those swallows, to resurrect, reseed, or
reattach the voice so it can be expressive, is terrorizing
to Cassian. In her poem, "The Other Life," she thinks "about
all these I write freely but they terrorize me." The cycle
continues yet words and the images they convey become
powerful weapons that "only know how to seize and devour"
and that "feel free only when they kill." The Holocaust
transforms the meanings of ordinary words. The words
"hunger" and "goodby" explode the limits of their pre-
Holocaust definitions. Those mad martins are the ramming
protons of a fissured self which power Cassian's atomic
voice.
Nelly Sach's poems echo Cassian's depiction of
language as a nurtured and nurturing force that develops
from barren silence into the violent eruption of halting
screeches before it can be expressed in music, art, or
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poetry. Like Cassian, Sachs shows how the Holocaust
experience was initially inexpressible. Ordinary words were
powerless to ~xpress the horror. As Eleanore Cervantes notes
in her essay "A Woman's View of the Holocaust: The Poetry of
Nelly Sachs,"
The poet is shaping the inexpressible into
contorted language, trying to make concrete
the mysteries of arbitrary sUffering that she
cannot comprehend (49).
Yet, language though contorted does reform itself and is
seen as an immortal life force that enabled Sachs to
transcend, and therefore shape and remember the Holocaust
through her poetry.
silence is the initial response to the Holocaust.
The physical senses have been so assaulted and abused by the
concentration camps that the sense of hearing has shut down.
Silence might also be a survival tactic; silence is another
form of the detachment and inconspicuousness discussed with
Cassian's poetry. For Sachs, no voice is spoken or heard. We
see the de-creation of language; death and silence, in her
po~m "This century." If on the last day of creation God
rested, for the Holocaust, on the last day of de-creation,
there was silence. The Holocaust is the inverse of creation
and if language creates and structures reality then the
inversion of language creates silence. In Sach's poem "This
century" she writes about this reverse creation. Adam
instead of being placed on this earth from the heavens
ascends back into heaven. Children are carried into the
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eagle's nest as if to heaven. God does not breathe life into
his creatures but instead "the bee-suck kissed the maiden
lip once morel the death reaped the wheat of the wind." In
addition, God does not place the stars into the heavens but
rather "stars fallen from their orbits are being painted
black." In this "descaled calendar of death," the last
day/line of this poetic de-creation is the first day of
biblical creation. On this day, "silence is a new land-,./."
Sachs' images of silence can be seen as homage to
the dead. "The inner ocean lifts its white crown of silence
to you in eternal bliss" ("A Sheaf of Lightning"). Her poem,
"Farewell," is a requiem for the slaying and death of
language and its ability to express horror:
Farewell-
word bleeding from two wounds
... until death says: be silent-
Words are the blood of life and only death stops the
bleeding of language. In tragedy and death words are useless
and can be seen as the sinking ship consumed in a sea of
language; a sea with "a sword in the middle," a sword that
is useless against the overwhelming water. This poem,
"Farewell," says goodby to language as words are slayed:
r
nightingales-
the midnight-kissed throat of the
pierced by the dying of shooting stars-
Yet, silence is "the language of breath" and cannot
ground or root the survivors.
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But perhaps
we
smoky with error
have still created a wandering universe
with the language of breath?
("But Perhaps")
Whe~her rootless, wandering, silent, or not, language
is still capable of creating and regenerating a universe.
The 'poet and language survive. " ... Hide a word in the hollow
of the mouth for fear of thieves" ("Those Expelled"). Poetry
and language that can express the Holocaust will not only
nurture and redeem those survivors, but be nurtured by those
survlvors.
The inner speech redeems
what a victory-
we plant humility here-
( " Epitaph")
Sachs suggests and creates hope with her language. "And yet
till your acre/ behind the back of death" ("But Perhaps").
Even death cannot kill language; stop the bleeding of words
completely. Sachs implies in her poem, "Rescued," that words
and the experience they construct are immortal. Words can be
used to remember and shape that which is vanished.
Your dying words ...
will
breathe through ages
and
shape like a glass blower
a vanished form of love
for the mouth of a God.
Sachs implies that perhaps she is that reshaper; the god-
like creating poet, for she writes, "I know how to light the
light of your vanished alphabet" ("Impregnable"). She is the
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god-like reshaper of the old means of expresslon wHich are
useless. Language must be reforged to subvert the evil.
Language is the life force of blood in the veins. This
blood is the dammed up words, the "night congealed blood,"
the "unending talk behind the thorn-sealed mouth," of the
tragedy. Language will flow in sorrow like blood, "penitence
buried in the blood." Yet, as seen in Cassian's imagery of
the screeching rabbit, the Holocaust is expressed initially
in the language of animal sounds.
the morning sings
and night-congealed blood
shall flow
in the cockcrow-
("Made Fearful")
Sachs' imagery about language implies that
language must change in order to express the Holocaust
experience. She refers to the "ravaged styles of writing" in
"A Sheaf of Lightning". The "starry veins of words from the
depth of the sea" in "But Perhaps" must change. We see this
transformation in the title of her poem, "Laid differently
the Veins," and in the lines of this poem:
Laid differently the veins
in the morning of the womb
spelled backwards the budding of your light
then- in the world of symbols with a great
detour ...
a new alphabet in the words ...
This recreation of language is implied again in her
poem, "But Perhaps," when she writes about a grain of salt,
perhaps a new word or new meaning to a word, "coined at full
speed," as a new phrase is coined. This coining though
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occurs "before it grew light again/ above the embryo's bud
of birth" ("But Perhaps"). New words must be invented and
nurtured before the world is recreated or reborn; before th~
dawn. Language, shaped and perhaps bent, grows from the
ground up, from the primal animal sounds .
... the green corn is bent
from soils eaten away
for the sucking mouths
of light. ("But Perhaps")
We see this plant imagery used to imply new language
and a new world in a selections of Sachs' poems titled
"Glowing Enigmas:IV."
the new language's tremor
whispered into
the root leaves of the planet
before sunrise.
New language, nurtured, awakens and comes together in the
dawn, after the darkness of the Holocaust, in the poem,
"Mother. II
Softly the sleeping speech
of water and wind
consummates itself
in the space
of your lark-like outcry.
Sachs not only repeats Cassian's imagery of initial
expression of the Holocaust as being animal-like in the
sounds of her birds of the dawn, the cockcrow and the lark,
but also implies that this cry is the morning and mourning
of language and a mother. Language and women, in a symbiotic
relationship, nurture and are nurtured and in that
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relationship language and women survive and recreate.
Sachs refers to language not only in images of blood
as the life force in her veins and in images of planting and
reaping, nurturing and being nurtured by the fertile acres,
but also in images that refer to the sea and "the inner
ocean" ("A Sheaf of Lightning"). Through 'these images Sachs
clearly connects language with the physical body. While
Cassian writes of physical body images that are fragmented
and disconnected from her mind as her voice flies to
transcend the physical pain, Sachs' body images are
connected to her voice of language. Language is made up of
the blood of words in her veins, the sea of words in the
inner ,ocean; the inner speech that is woken by the mother's
voice.
Agnes Nemes Nagy echoes Sachs' and Cassian's use
of animal and nature imagery to express the Holocaust
experience. She also refers to a language that is
transformed or new. However, it is interesting that Nagy's
poems, written further away from the Holocaust in time and
distance than the previous two poets, focus on the death,
sorrow, and destructive part of nature's earthly cycle and
not the regenerative and fertile part of the cycle that
Sachs' focuses on. Perhaps, the poet or sufferer does not
need that minute strand of hope, the further she gets in
time and space from the Holocaust and can actually confront
and name the horror.
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Nagy depicts the Holocaust survivor as similar to a
tree or a stand of trees that is impenetrable and hidden in
sorrow. In Nagy's poem, "Trees," unlike Sach's growing corn
in the fertile acre in "But Perhaps," the plants are
" .. . winter trees ... shrouded with frost to the
footpads./Immovable curtains." In her poem, "Pinetree," the
forest of sUffering has "black foliage, charred wrinkled
treetops."
Yet these trees are almost an illusion. They and the
Holocaust may not be concrete and real. Perhaps, Nagy
implies, this experience cannot be of this world as she knew
it, but rather of a world that is dreamlike or nightmarish.
She writes, "the tree swims into mist,/ like a body in the
memory drifting," and "the blind-white blue night where
hooded objects loom" ("Trees"). These "trees' inexpressible
acts" are not of this world, but rather the silent scream of
a nightmare. They are ghostlike. I think this image is
Nagy's attempt to distance herself from the Holocaust in
order 'to take a more objective viewpoint. We see this
separate viewpoint in her poem, "The Ghost:"
... and I looked out the window,
and I had eyes. And I had arms ...
I live among chair legs now ...
... 1 don't exist anymore.
Though Nagy paints several portraits of a self she
characterizes as ghostlike, drifting, or non-existent, her
voice, the language of poetry, resurrected from death, lS
,
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not absent, weak or drifting. For example, we view pictures
of a physically weak and dying woman, a woman who sees
-f~ )
herself, "jerked off balance," "in the'memory drifting,"
sinking, " a low draft on the road, drifting" with a heart
cracked "asunder into bird-fragments." Here the body must
relocate as memory and language do.
Yet, her death like Lazarus' is "torn from (her) like
caked gauze" in the image of a resurrected voice. Like
Cassian, Nagy articulates images of a physically fragmented
or exploded self and images of spiritual disembodiment.
These images correspond to her images of a voice or language
that is either resurrected or on the verge of explosion as
it pushes to express the limits of experience. They also
depict the earth itself as an aggressive or destructive
force. Nagy writes in "The Geyser"
It started. The frozen heel of
the whole globe stomped it into the ground.
Then the concavities. It strained
under weights out of all proportion,
slowly with its tender body it squeezed
into agony between crumpled rocks,
and without warning a chasm, a
cavern-sized reverberation, land next
once more the black snailshell
and the gigantic stony brain, it
ground itself down to gaps and clods,
the screw-thread, already smoking, till
finally-
It gushed upward ...
.. . and the leap itself was bodiless ....
This poem is a three sided prism image of physical rape,
spiritual disembodiment, and a voice that within the hollow
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and curved concavity of Nagy explodes with a "cavern sized
reverberation." Later, in the same poem, Nagy writes of the
"hollow-mine shaft (which) jerked, as rattling, retreating,
its receding bestial heart beat back once more." The image
is not only that of the departing Nazi rapist but that of
the now-hollow mind shaft-like "mine shaft" of his victim
who is able to mentally transcend this physical horror. The
equally bestial mind now is separate from the beating heart
of a woman; the image is also that of a voice, frightening
in its bestiality if let free, that is beaten back once
more.
Nagy's voice, language, poetry is the explosive used to
fill the hollow mine shaft of silence. This is the voice and
language of the tenacious "twin bird" in her poem "Bird."
The bird is the courageous and stubborn voice that claws at
her to speak. The bird has a life of its own. Yet, the twin
bird, like language, is needed to survive. "If it flew off
one day I'd drop to the ground' ("Bird").
Nagy echoes Sachs' images of a new language that is
needed to express what is inexpressible. The tree which
"stammers" amidst the "voiceless congestion" in the poem,
"The Scene" is the tree in "Pinetree" whose trunk "hums with
a paleolithic telegram." The Holocaust message can be
expressed only in pre-logical language. That language
outside of logic is the language and sounds of animals, the
heart that "crackles to a purr" and "the sound of (the)
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· "horrible bird-heart throbbing" ("Pinetree," "Bird"). I thlnk
Nagy describes the powerful force of language and expression
behind those purrs, throbbing, stammering, and voiceless
congestion when she writes in "The Geyser" about what she
does not or cannot name but refers to as "it." This "it"
could be herself as a distanced object, the geyser, the camp
rapist, force of language; "the cavern sized reverberation."
Yet, like Cassian's, the voice can be underground and
terrorizing in its savagery to destroy.
Though Nagy sees herself as an object or the other
survivors as the "anonymous faces" of statues she carries on
a ship in "I Carried statues," she also "becomes part of
what she describes" as noted in The Poetry of Survival
(207). Nagy is the tree, the ghost, the piece of furniture,
just as Sachs' words are her blood or her inner ocean. Yet
like Cassian, Nagy can step outside of herself and depict
sUffering in images of a body ripped apart and voice
circling above or spurting upward. Cassian's and Nagy's
voices survive and remain powerful because of their ability
to stay out of the "matrix of the universe," and speak from
the all-encompassing viewpoint of a bird. Their voices,
though humming, swollen, and fragmented at times, have the
nurturing and regenerative power to resurrect the dead and
transform the language used to express the inexpressible.
But see, I left that house of massacre,
I am a nightmare-bird now;
everyone heard the beating of my wlngs,
nobody recognizes me ("I Left Those Walls,"Cassian)
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